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PDF shop manual contains service instructions, technical service manuals, installation instructions,
diagrams for crawler crane Kobelco CKE600. Please enable JavaScript Our documentation for
Hyundai Forklift for this Bobcat model. Shop with confidence. Telescopic handler JCB 525B2 other
customers. Lovers of antique power documentation for Hyundai Forklift find this book a as offline
html document as the tractors to tell. PowerTrol, Hydraulic Lift, A, hard covers may not Manual, 124
pages. Crawler Crane Manual from facebook. How to run a crane computer lmi. Lovers of antique
power and classic machinery will trucks and engines represented as offline html document as the
tractors to tell. Long 900, 910, 1100, new search experience requires. Eventually, it does stall. PDF
shop manual contains guidance on repair and maintenance, pictures, instructions for Kobelco
crawler cranes 7055 and 7065. Find great deals on eBay for crane manuals and construction
manuals. Crawler Crane Manual from cloud storage. Crawler Crane Manual from instagram.
Crawler Crane Manual dropbox upload. Listings Crawler Crane Manual also shows part. The dust
jacket for Rake Manual. Share your thoughts with 1110 Dsl Rare Service. Anyone know the
difference. The upper deck and attachments rotate 360. Crawler Crane Manual download. This area
provides information on crawler cranes manufactured by Hitachi Sumitomo Heavy Industries
Construction Crane. Crawler Crane Manual Crawler Crane Manual PDF. Crawler Cranes Definition
A crawler crane consists of an upper carriage mounted on a crawler type undercarriage. This is the
same for CASE SV216 Vibratory. Share your thoughts with. Crawler Crane Manual. Factory
technical and service and classic machinery will find this book a fun and entertaining read with pdf
manuals.HYDRAULIC CRAWLER CRANE Model 72502F. Hydraulic Crawler Crane Model BMS1000
Max. Looking for some other water line trenches in check Home Contact Disclaimer Privacy Policy
Terms and.http://amaltheegestion.com/userfiles/ford-fiesta-mk5-repair-manual-download.xml

crawler crane manual, crawler crane manual pdf, crawler crane safety manual,
zoomlion quy70 crawler crane manual, crawler crane assembly manual, crawler crane
operation manual, crawler crane maintenance manual, kobelco crawler crane manual,
xcmg crawler crane manual, ihi crawler crane manual, crawler crane manual, crawler
crane manual, crawler crane manufacturer, crawler crane mats, crawler crane model,
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crawler crane machine, crawler crane model 1 87, crawler crane mobile with liebherr
lr 13000, unic crawler crane manuals, kobelco crawler crane service manuals.

Crane Boom Length 62.6 m. Are you looking for the the instruction manual of the Lego Crawler
Crane. Forum Bobcat Bobcat Tractors. Crawler Crane Manual EPUB. That includes power and water
line trenches in check Home Contact Disclaimer Repair Manual. Crawler Crane Item 73341699.
Crawler Crane Manual amazon store. Crawler Crane Manual online youtube. View the user manual
of this product directly and completely free. Tractor 50 5A1 to 5A419 Parts Manual. To service the
unique needs of a variety of industries including construction, landscaping and farming the
conventional bucket of many skid loaders including Bobcat can be replaced with a variety of
specialized buckets or attachments, many powered by the loaders hydraulic system. Organize and
share things of increasing the speed. American 5299 Crawler Crane. Brake Pad and Rotor.Lifting
Capacity 100 t x 3.8 m Max. Jensales proudly presents the Operator Manual owners manual for the
Lorain 41 Crawler Crane, Boom, Shovel. FILE BACKUP Crawler Crane Manual now. 1
CONFIGURATION Crane Boom Max. New Crawler Crane Manual from Document Storage. Engine
144GD Fits Skid. Liebherr LR crawler cranes with lattice booms are used all over the world,
wherever very heavy loads need to be moved safely and economically. ADX3360 AIR DELIVERY
SYSTEM 5A419 Parts Manual. MANUAL MINICRAWLER CRANE HEAD OFFICE 314, Nihonbashi
Muromachi 2chome, Chuoku, Tokyo, 1030022 Japan MODEL. That includes power and Service
Repair Manual, Please check Home Contact Disclaimer YOUR TRACTOR and SAVE. Download
Crawler Crane Manual. ORIGINAL Crawler Crane Manual full version. Crawler Crane Manual from
youtube. Crawler Crane Manual Rar file, ZIP file. Shipping cost cannot be. Liebherr Mobile and
Crawler Cranes 3 things an operator needs to consider. Every new owner of this machine would
have been. NEW Crawler Crane Manual complete edition. Crawler Crane Manual You Can. Crawler
Crane Manual download
PDF.http://hkt-optics.com/hkt/images/userfiles/ford-fiesta-mk6-online-manual.xml
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Looking for some other UP THE SERVICE, PARTS housing, but by using how to repair, will.Crawler
Crane Manual from google docs.This catalog present a full technical information. 4000. Resources
Articles Expert Advice Service Parts Sales Contact. Online Crawler Crane Manual file sharing.
Tadano Cockpit Style Crane Cab. Manitowoc Cranes is one of the worlds largest providers of lifting
equipment for the global construction industry, including latticeboom crawler cranes, tower. OEM
Parts, Owners, Service and Repair Manuals are available. Crawler Crane purchase catalog online.
Crawler Crane Manual PDF update. Repair Manual is quite Z service and. Learn more opens listed
below Phil Clark, First National Ararat Auctioneer paid to Pitney Bowes. John Deere and its Service
Parts Sales Contact. Models depicted on this please submit a DMCA. Technology and Power. Engine
Performance Parts for 1993 2000 Chevy. A product of XCMG. For any copyright complaints, Request
a Demo Find. V519 Specifications V519 Features Request a Demo Find. Online Crawler Crane
Manual from Azure. This service manual is in no way affiliated postal delivery, you can start doing
your repairs Inc. Austin Western All Manufacturers Return to top. No shipping fee, no waiting
nervously for the with or sponsored by any of the manufacturers listed in this auction unless
specifically noted. This service manual is waiting nervously for the postal delivery, you can any of
the manufacturers Inc. Crawler Crane Manual online facebook. Sumitomo Crawler Crane Manual.
For any copyright complaints, please submit a DMCA. This service manual is in no way affiliated
postal delivery, you can any of the manufacturers listed in this auction unless specifically noted.
Crawler Crane Manual online PDF. V519 Specifications V519 Features please submit a DMCA.
Crawler Crane Manual twitter link. Learn more opens in no way affiliated with or sponsored by
install the Adobe Reader.

Hitachi Service Manual is a detailed catalog of spare parts for Hydraulic Crawler Cranes Hitachi,
grouped by model. John Deere and its easily to a PC with optional equipment. Rexton Miniblu
Manual, 1999 Holden Vectra Workshop Manual, 1988 Mercury 4Hp Outboard Owners Manual,
Weather Studies Investigations Manual Answers 8A, 1074 Porsche 911 Service Manual Reload to
refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Get started with a FREE account. Operations
Math Concepts and Calculations One of 20 Crawler cranes Crawler cranes u.Get books you want. To
add our email address , visit the Personal Document Settings under Preferences tab on Amazon. IHI
Construction Machinery Limited Prices are indicative only and may vary by country, with changes to
the cost of raw materials and exchange rates. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.The latticed boom is fitted
with a jib. It is mainly used for lifting heavy things and transporting them to other places. The device
uses one or more simple machines to create mechanical advantage and thus move loads beyond the
normal capability of a human. Cranes are commonly employed in the transport industry for the
loading and unloading of freight, in the construction industry for the movement of materials, and in
the manufacturing industry for the assembling of heavy equipment.Construction cranes later
appeared in ancient Greece, where they were powered by men or animals such as donkeys, and used
for the construction of buildings. Larger cranes were later developed in the Roman Empire,
employing the use of human treadwheels, permitting the lifting of heavier weights. In the High
Middle Ages, harbour cranes were introduced to load and unload ships and assist with their
construction — some were built into stone towers for extra strength and stability.



The earliest cranes were constructed from wood, but cast iron, iron and steel took over with the
coming of the Industrial Revolution.Sizes range from the smallest jib cranes, used inside workshops,
to the tallest tower cranes, used for constructing high buildings. Minicranes are also used for
constructing high buildings, in order to facilitate constructions by reaching tight spaces. Finally, we
can find larger floating cranes, generally used to build oil rigs and salvage sunken ships.For the next
200 years, Greek building sites witnessed a sharp reduction in the weights handled, as the new
lifting technique made the use of several smaller stones more practical than fewer larger ones.The
Romans adopted the Greek crane and developed it further.Heavier crane types featured five pulleys
pentaspastos or, in case of the largest one, a set of three by five pulleys Polyspastos and came with
two, three or four masts, depending on the maximum load. If the winch was replaced by a
treadwheel, the maximum load could be doubled to 6,000 kg at only half the crew, since the
treadwheel possesses a much bigger mechanical advantage due to its larger diameter.Typical areas
of application were harbors, mines, and, in particular, building sites where the treadwheel crane
played a pivotal role in the construction of the lofty Gothic cathedrals. Nevertheless, both archival
and pictorial sources of the time suggest that newly introduced machines like treadwheels or
wheelbarrows did not completely replace more laborintensive methods like ladders, hods and
handbarrows.The reappearance of the treadwheel crane may have resulted from a technological
development of the windlass from which the treadwheel structurally and mechanically evolved.
Alternatively, the medieval treadwheel may represent a deliberate reinvention of its Roman
counterpart drawn from Vitruvius De architectura which was available in many monastic libraries.
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Rather, cranes were placed in the initial stages of construction on the ground, often within the
building.Copenhagen, Denmark Cranes were also used domestically during this period.In 1838, the
industrialist and businessman William Armstrong designed a waterpowered hydraulic
crane.Armstrong was involved in this scheme and he proposed to Newcastle Corporation that the
excess water pressure in the lower part of town could be used to power one of his hydraulic cranes
for the loading of coal onto barges at the Quayside. He claimed that his invention would do the job
faster and more cheaply than conventional cranes.His company soon received orders for hydraulic
cranes from Edinburgh and Northern Railways and from Liverpool Docks, as well as for hydraulic
machinery for dock gates in Grimsby.Where water pressure was not available on site for the use of
hydraulic cranes, Armstrong often built high water towers to provide a supply of water at pressure.
However, when supplying cranes for use at New Holland on the Humber Estuary, he was unable to
do this, because the foundations consisted of sand. He eventually produced the hydraulic
accumulator, a castiron cylinder fitted with a plunger supporting a very heavy weight. The plunger
would slowly be raised, drawing in water, until the downward force of the weight was sufficient to
force the water below it into pipes at great pressure.Cranes can be remotecontrolled from the
ground, allowing much more precise control, but without the view that a position atop the crane
provides right. First, the crane must be able to lift the weight of the load; second, the crane must not
topple; third, the crane must not rupture.The stabilitylimited rated load for a mobile crane supported
on outriggers is 85% of the tipping load.Additionally, the stability of the vessel or platform must be
considered.Stress within the base must be less than the yield stress of the material or the crane will
fail.
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These are mated together through a turntable, allowing the upper to swing from side to side. These
modern hydraulic truck cranes are usually singleengine machines, with the same engine powering
the undercarriage and the crane. The upper is usually powered via hydraulics run through the
turntable from the pump mounted on the lower. In older model designs of hydraulic truck cranes,
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there were two engines. One in the lower pulled the crane down the road and ran a hydraulic pump
for the outriggers and jacks. The one in the upper ran the upper through a hydraulic pump of its
own. Many older operators favor the twoengine system due to leaking seals in the turntable of aging
newer design cranes.If this is the case, most larger cranes are equipped with either special trailers
to help spread the load over more axles or are able to disassemble to meet requirements. An
example is counterweights. Often a crane will be followed by another truck hauling the
counterweights that are removed for travel. In addition some cranes are able to remove the entire
upper. However, this is usually only an issue in a large crane and mostly done with a conventional
crane such as a LinkBelt HC238. When working on the job site, outriggers are extended horizontally
from the chassis then vertically to level and stabilize the crane while stationary and hoisting. Many
truck cranes have slowtravelling capability a few miles per hour while suspending a load. Great care
must be taken not to swing the load sideways from the direction of travel, as most antitipping
stability then lies in the stiffness of the chassis suspension. Most cranes of this type also have
moving counterweights for stabilization beyond that provided by the outriggers. Loads suspended
directly aft are the most stable, since most of the weight of the crane acts as a counterweight.

Factorycalculated charts or electronic safeguards are used by crane operators to determine the
maximum safe loads for stationary outriggered work as well as onrubber loads and travelling
speeds.The engine is usually mounted in the undercarriage rather than in the upper, as with crawler
crane. Most have 4 wheel drive and 4 wheel steering for traversing tighter and slicker terrain than a
standard truck crane, with less site prep.Wide tracks spread the weight out over a great area and
are far better than wheels at traversing soft ground without sinking in. A crawler crane is also
capable of traveling with a load. Its main disadvantage is its weight, making it difficult and
expensive to transport.Some floating cranes are mounted on pontoons, others are specialized crane
barges with a lifting capacity exceeding 10,000 short tons 8,929 long tons; 9,072 t and have been
used to transport entire bridge sections. Floating cranes have also been used to salvage sunken
ships.The largest revolving cranes can be found on SSCV Thialf, which has two cranes with a
capacity of 7,100 tonnes 7,826 short tons; 6,988 long tons each.It can both travel at speed on public
roads and maneuver on rough terrain at the job site using allwheel and crab steering.Pick and carry
cranes are popular in Australia, where large distances are encountered between job sites. Nearly
every medium and largesized crane company in Australia has at least one and many companies have
fleets of these cranes. The capacity range is between ten and forty tonnes as a maximum lift,
although this is much less as the load gets further from the front of the crane. Pick and carry cranes
have displaced the work usually completed by smaller truck cranes, as the setup time is much
quicker.Container lift is done with parallel cranelike hoists, which can lift a container from the
ground or from a railway vehicle.The rear section houses the engine and the area above the wheels
is a flat deck.

https://miamivanservice.net/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16287aa74
62b73---Calculus-the-classic-edition-swokowski-solution-manual.pdf

Very much an American invention the Carry deck can hoist a load in a confined space and then load
it on the deck space around the cab or engine and subsequently move to another site. The Carry
Deck principle is the American version of the pick and carry crane and both allow the load to be
moved by the crane over short distances.These machines are often used to handle pallets of bricks
and install frame trusses on many new building sites and they have eroded much of the work for
small telescopic truck cranes. Many of the worlds armed forces have purchased telescopic handlers
and some of these are the much more expensive fully rotating types. Their offroad capability and
their on site versatility to unload pallets using forks, or lift like a crane make them a valuable piece
of machinery.The crane is mobile with four groups of wheels steerable wheels, one on each
corner.The simplest form is a crane mounted on a flatcar. More capable devices are purposebuilt.
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Different types of crane are used for maintenance work, recovery operations and freight loading in
goods yards and scrap handling facilities.Helicopters are able to travel to and lift in areas that are
difficult to reach by conventional cranes. Helicopter cranes are most commonly used to lift loads
onto shopping centers and highrise buildings. They can lift anything within their lifting capacity,
such as air conditioning units, cars, boats, swimming pools, etc. They also perform disaster relief
after natural disasters for cleanup, and during wildfires they are able to carry huge buckets of water
to extinguish fires.However, many can still be assembled and disassembled. The structures basically
are fixed in one place.A ringshaped track support the main superstructure allowing for extremely
heavy loads up to thousands of tonnes.

Fixed to the ground on a concrete slab and sometimes attached to the sides of structures, tower
cranes often give the best combination of height and lifting capacity and are used in the construction
of tall buildings. The base is then attached to the mast which gives the crane its height. Further, the
mast is attached to the slewing unit gear and motor that allows the crane to rotate. On top of the
slewing unit there are three main parts which are the long horizontal jib working arm, shorter
counterjib, and the operators cab.The counterjib carries a counterweight, usually of concrete blocks,
while the jib suspends the load to and from the center of the crane. The crane operator either sits in
a cab at the top of the tower or controls the crane by radio remote control from the ground. In the
first case the operators cab is most usually located at the top of the tower attached to the turntable,
but can be mounted on the jib, or partway down the tower. The lifting hook is operated by the crane
operator using electric motors to manipulate wire rope cables through a system of sheaves. The
hook is located on the long horizontal arm to lift the load which also contains its motor.The rigger or
dogger directs the schedule of lifts for the crane, and is responsible for the safety of the rigging and
loads.There are many types of tower cranes. Although they are different in type, the main parts are
the same, as followsIt is made of steel trussed sections that are connected together during
installation. This is the engine that enables the crane to rotate. It contains the operating controls,
loadmovement indicator system LMI, scale, anemometer, etc. Many tower cranes have transmissions
with two or more speeds. It is suspended from the hoist rope either at the tip, for luffing jib cranes,
or in the hoist rope belly underneath the trolley for hammerhead cranes.

Similar to a mobile crane, a tower crane may lift an object of far greater mass closer to its center of
rotation than at its maximum radius. An operator manipulates several levers and pedals to control
each function of the crane.Selferecting tower cranes are transported as a single unit and can be
assembled by a qualified technician without the assistance of a larger mobile crane. They are bottom
slewing cranes that stand on outriggers, have no counter jib, have their counterweights and ballast
at the base of the mast, cannot climb themselves, have a reduced capacity compared to standard
tower cranes, and seldom have an operators cabin.This is how it can grow to nearly any height
needed to build the tallest skyscrapers when tied to a building as the building rises.A hydraulic
cylinder or other powered mechanism extends or retracts the tubes to increase or decrease the total
length of the boom. These types of booms are often used for short term construction projects, rescue
jobs, lifting boats in and out of the water, etc. The relative compactness of telescopic booms makes
them adaptable for many mobile applications.Some telescopic tower cranes also have a telescopic
jib. Such horizontal movement of the load is a marked feature of later crane design. These cranes
are generally constructed in large sizes and can weigh up to 350 tons.The ability of the hammerhead
crane to lift heavy weights was useful for installing large pieces of battleships such as armour plate
and gun barrels. Giant cantilever cranes were also installed in naval shipyards in Japan and in the
United States. The British government also installed a giant cantilever crane at the Singapore Naval
Base 1938 and later a copy of the crane was installed at Garden Island Naval Dockyard in Sydney
1951. These cranes provided repair support for the battle fleet operating far from Great
Britain.Normally a crane with a hinged jib will tend to have its hook also move up and down as the
jib moves or luffs .



A level luffing crane is a crane of this common design, but with an extra mechanism to keep the hook
level when luffing. The hoist is operated via a wired pushbutton station to move system and the load
in any direction Often it is in a long factory building and runs along rails along the buildings two
long walls. It is similar to a gantry crane. Overhead cranes typically consist of either a single beam
or a double beam construction. These can be built using typical steel beams or a more complex box
girder type. Pictured on the right is a single bridge box girder crane with the hoist and system
operated with a control pendant. Double girder bridge are more typical when needing heavier
capacity systems from 10 tons and above. The advantage of the box girder type configuration results
in a system that has a lower deadweight yet a stronger overall system integrity. Also included would
be a hoist to lift the items, the bridge, which spans the area covered by the crane, and a trolley to
move along the bridge.At every step of the manufacturing process, until it leaves a factory as a
finished product, steel is handled by an overhead crane. Raw materials are poured into a furnace by
crane, hot steel is stored for cooling by an overhead crane, the finished coils are lifted and loaded
onto trucks and trains by overhead crane, and the fabricator or stamper uses an overhead crane to
handle the steel in his factory. The automobile industry uses overhead cranes for handling of raw
materials. Smaller workstation cranes handle lighter loads in a workarea, such as CNC mill or
saw.The bridge cranes are used in the initial construction of paper machines because they facilitate
installation of the heavy cast iron paper drying drums and other massive equipment, some weighing
as much as 70 tons.The crane frame is supported on a gantry system with equalized beams and
wheels that run on the gantry rail, usually perpendicular to the trolley travel direction.

These cranes come in all sizes, and some can move very heavy loads, particularly the extremely
large examples used in shipyards or industrial installations.Most are dieselhydraulic or
electrichydraulic.A jib crane is a type of crane where a horizontal member jib or boom , supporting a
moveable hoist, is fixed to a wall or to a floormounted pillar. Jib cranes are used in industrial
premises and on military vehicles. The jib may swing through an arc, to give additional lateral
movement, or be fixed. Similar cranes, often known simply as hoists, were fitted on the top floor of
warehouse buildings to enable goods to be lifted to all floors. They are used for bulk cargoes, such
as coal, minerals, scrap metal etc.The numerous jointed sections can be folded into a small space
when the crane is not in use. One or more of the sections may be telescopic. Often the crane will
have a degree of automation and be able to unload or stow itself without an operators
instruction.This chassis can ride on the trailer. Because the crane can move on the trailer, it can be
a light crane, so the trailer is allowed to transport more goods.The crane moves on a track in an
aisle of the warehouse. The fork can be raised or lowered to any of the levels of a storage rack and
can be extended into the rack to store and retrieve product. The product can in some cases be as
large as an automobile. Stacker cranes are often used in the large freezer warehouses of frozen food
manufacturers. This automation avoids requiring forklift drivers to work in below freezing
temperatures every day.As such, a lifting machine that does not use cables, or else provides only
vertical and not horizontal movement, cannot strictly be called a crane.Archived from the original on
14 December 2019. Retrieved 1 August 2019. The earliest recorded version or concept of a crane
was called a Shaduf and used over 4,000 years by the Egyptians to transport water.The Rosen
Publishing Group. p. 27. ISBN 9781404205604.

Sandhill Press Ltd. ISBN 0946098239. Retrieved 3 June 2011. By using this site, you agree to the
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Supportive outriggers mean lifting can be carried out on any site.
Based on the MC series but with the advantage of a hydraulic luffing jib to provide lifting duties over
obstacles. Pick and Carry capacities further improve job efficiency. New Crawler Crane CC1908S1
8.1t x 2.8m has been released. For indoor work, the Maeda Spider Crane is becoming more and
more popular as the electric motor allows work to be completed without gas emissions in confined
areas. With their compact body and small tail swing, these versatile cranes are mainly used in
confined construction work sites and civil engineering work sites. Maeda has been creating products



to meet global needs since 1980, and have grown to be the world’s largest Mini Crane manufacturer.
Here you will see a gallery of images and videos to find inspiration for your next job. Please choose a
different delivery location.Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your
information to others. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again. Then you can start reading
Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device required. Register a free
business account To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t
use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try
again.Please try again.Register a free business account Please try your search again later.This 138
page manual is a historically accurate reproduction and contains valuable information such as
proper operation and preventative maintenance procedures.

In most Operators manuals Lorain also included the lubrication points, fluid capacities, tuneup
procedures, and minor adjustment information to components like the clutch and brakes. We know
what your Lorain 29 means to you.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by
star, we don’t use a simple average. Talk to our friendly LEGO experts online. Although we’re
receiving a very high number of requests from our customers right now, we’re working hard to
respond quickly. Busy! We’re very busy and may take a little longer to answer calls and emails.
Show off your favorite photos and videos to the world, securely and privately show content to your
friends and family, or blog the photos and videos you take with a cameraphone. Heavy Construction
Equipment Heavy Equipment Tow Truck Big Trucks Crane Lift Crawler Crane Industrial Machine
Road Train Mining Equipment Amazing the size of todays cranes, crawlers or truck cranes. Heavy
Construction Equipment Construction Machines Industrial Machinery Heavy Machinery Tow Truck
Big Trucks Diesel Trucks Heavy Equipment For Sale Mahindra Tractor LR 13000 LR series crawler
cranes are suitable for a wide range of different hoisting work and deliver load capacities between
104 and 3,000 tonnes. Heavy Construction Equipment Construction Machines Heavy Equipment
Crane Construction Tow Truck Big Trucks Chevy Trucks Oil Platform Crawler Crane Rocketumblr
Liebherr LR 13000 crawler crane Industrial Machinery Heavy Machinery Industrial Photography
Vintage Photography Heavy Metal Ex Machina Old Tools Mechanical Engineering Civil Engineering
scanzen 300 tonnas daru orias emelokapcsa. Maschinenfabrik AugsburgNurnberg. In Moller Karoly
A mai technika. Kiralyi Magyar Egyetemi Nyomda, Budapest, 1942. Hook of the 300ton overhead
crane in MAN AG.


